IE DASHBOARDS are the PRIMARY RESOURCE for obtaining your department’s self-study data. (IE is in the process of developing more dashboards all the time!) The dashboards provide:

- Detailed data visualization with multiple options for selecting parameters of interest
- University level data with filters to select College, Department, demographic and equity parameters
- Trend data visualized for easier interpretation
- Comparison data with parameter(s) selected by the user

### Pulling the Data for Program Review Self Study Template

#### Section 2.0 Program Data

(2.1 Enrollment Data & Appendices B, C, D)

**Enrollment Data, Students in the Major (Section 2.1 and Appendix B)**

- **Student Enrollment Dashboard**: Five dashboards that provide enrollment data for the past eight years. Users can explore enrollment data by college, major, year, gender, ethnicity, and other important factors.

**Degrees (Section 2.1)**

- **Degrees Awarded Dashboard**: Four dashboards that provide Trends, Primary Major, Secondary Major and Demographic information – Gender, Race/Ethnicity, Under-Represented Minority status (URM), Pell Eligibility (at entry) and First Generation Degree-Earner status.
Graduation and Persisence Rates (Appendix C)

- **Retention and Graduation**: Designed to supplement the Graduation 2025 dashboard, these two additional dashboards show retention in fine-grained year-to-year detail, including available breakdowns at the department, academic plan and sub-plan levels.

- **Graduation Initiative 2025**: Five dashboards that show historical freshman and transfer graduation rates. Data can be broken down by the college associated with a student’s major at entry but not by department.

- **Time-To-Degree**: Three dashboards that show cumulative units at graduation and time-to-degree including two with breakdowns by academic plan.

Faculty Utilization (Appendix D)

- *Faculty Utilization Dashboards are currently under construction; see below for currently available data source*

- **Reports** and **Resources** sections of the [IE website](http://ie.example.com) *(accessed via the IE homepage, yellow banner at the top of the page, see snapshot below)*
  
  - Select “FTES-FTEF-SFR” – Most recent data is posted under the “Reports” section; older data is posted under “Resources”
  
  - These files are downloadable Excel files that include all departments and totals by College. Each academic term is reported on a separate tab in the file.

---

Institutional Effectiveness

Admission & Applicants *(for program planning, growth/demand, etc.)*

- **Admission Dashboard**: Five dashboards that display different visualizations of seven years of fall term admission statistics.

Course & Classroom Management Data *(for curriculum and instruction information)*

- **Year-To-Year Enrollment Comparison**: Compare course-level enrollment data year to year.

- **Daily Enrollment**: Five dashboards that show enrollment data, updated on a weekly basis, during the enrollment cycle for a given term. Included is information about headcount, FTES, and the number of students who have enrolled in different academic plans and sub-plans.